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Since the last issue of The Padres' Trail, published in late February, the world that we live in has

drastically changed. With the pandemic, COVID-19, sweeping through the globe, the world has

become a mix of silent solitude and anxious panic. In New Mexico, where most of the Our Lady of

Guadalupe Friars reside, businesses, schools, and churches are eerily empty. The government

declared state of emergency has brought bustling communities to a halt and many to self-isolation.

During a time of so much uncertainty, fear and anxiety can infuse our lives. Now, more than ever, we

need to turn to our faith for guidance, hope, and peace. 

 

St. Francis of Assisi, in "The Admonitions" said, "Where there is peace and meditation, there is neither

anxiety nor doubt." So during this time of crisis, how can we become more prayerful and meditative?  

The Our Lady of Guadalupe Franciscans shared some meaningful reflections, their favorite prayers,

and even wanted to pray for us.

     

PANDEMICS AND PRAYERS

Faithful Responses in the Midst of Crisis 

Father Gerry  Steinmetz
Father Gerry shared that praying with Scripture can help during times

on need. He challenges us to reflect on the below verse for 20 minutes

and to LISTEN to what God speaks to us during the silence. 

 

"Be STILL, and know that I am God"

-Psalm 46:10
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Brother Jose found the below mediation by Kitty O'Meara

helpful during this time. 

And the people stayed home. And read books and listed, and

rested, and exercised, and made art, and played games, and

learned new ways of being, and were still. And listened more

deeply. Some medidated, some prayers, some dances. Some

met their shadows. And the people began to think differently.

"And the people healed, And in the absence of people living

ignorant, dangerous, mindless, and heartless ways, the earth

began to heal. "And when the danger passed, and the people

joined together again, they grieved their losses, and made new

choices, and dreamed new images, and created new ways to

live and heal the earth fully, as they had been healed.

 

     

Brother Jose Rodriguez 

Lord Jesus Christ, our Divine Physician, 

we ask you to guard and protect us from the

Corona Virus and all other serious illnesses.

 

For all that have died from it, have mercy;

for those that are ill now, bring healing;

for those searching for a remedy, 

enlighten them; 

for medical caregivers helping the sick, 

strengthen and shield them.

For those working to contain the spread, 

grant them success;

for those afraid, grant peace.

 

May your Divine Spirit be our defense and

salvation. By your grace, may you turn 

the evil of disease into moments 

of consolation and hope.

May we always fear the contagion of sin 

more than any illness.

We abandon ourselves to your infinite mercy.  

Amen!

 

     

Father Jose Gutay

 

Holy Mary, our Blessed Mother: Pray for us!

St. Michael the Archangel: Pray for us!

St. Francis of Assisi: Pray for us!

St. Kateri Tekakwitha: Pray for us!

St. Katharine Drexel: Pray for us!
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Father Gerry Steinmetz

Jesús Osornio, Our Lady of Guadalupe novice, shared

the below message while keeping the faithful in his

daily prayers. 

In these moments of confusion and anguish Our Lord

Jesus Christ reminds us that He is always within us,

let us take advantage and pray with our God full of

love who asks us to listen to him in the silence of our

hearts. United always in prayer, Peace and Good. Be

assured that all of you are daily in the hearts and

prayers of the Franciscan novice community in Old

Mission Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA. 

     

Jesús Osornio

Fr. Gerry found peace in the below prayer

from St. Teresa of Avila. 

Let nothing disturb you, 

let nothing scare you,

everything will pass on,

God never changes.

Patience obstains all things

Whoever has God lacks nothing; 

God alone is enough.     

Father Charlie shared the below encouragement with his parishioners. 

What a surreal experience walking into the church. It is dark and cold.

I can see scattered bulletins left behind. There’s a jacket that someone

forgot. The fragrant smell of incense is gone. Our Lady of Guadalupe

stands in vigilant prayer alone. Who would have known a month ago

that we would be living in this social distancing, quarantined world?

Yet, the Lord becomes present in the Eucharist that I celebrate

privately in our church for you and your intentions. I encourage you

to follow the Mass on social media (catholictv.org or through the

Diocese of Las Cruces). And even as we continue to maintain our social

distancing and doing all the recommended protocols, let us continue

to be prayerfully attentive to this unique Lenten Fast and its power to

bring us profoundly close to God and each other. These extraordinary

measures will not last forever.

Father Charlie Martinez 
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I had the honor of feeding the feral cat on our friary

property 'bequeathed' to me for the months Brother

Bruce travels to Vietnam. Brother Bruce is still there,

in Vietnam, hoping to return to us in some 'new

normal' time frame. 

 

Normally feeding the skittish cat is a rapid, mundane

affair. She seems to want to spend time with you, but

stays a safe distance away, startled at any sudden

move. While Brother Bruce has been gone, she comes

to the glass door of the friary at 4 PM every day and

peers into the hallway hoping to garnish enough

attention to alert her patrons that it would be a

kindly thing if seeing her 'first step' in the food

dance, someone might reciprocate and offer the next

move.

Brother Bernard Keele

Today was to be no different. There she was. Because

of the base of the metal and glass door, one only sees

the top half of her head - still - gazing - hoping -

waiting ever so patiently. Taking the 'cue' another

dance step ensues. First a quiet 'meow'. Then a

startled jump toward the food portico. Then, she will

turn around to make sure you are following in the

same direction.  Stopping to purr as she snuggles and

rubs her body on the corner of the adobe, there is a

purposeful 'Stop!'. You learn that food is not the only

priority in her life. She wants to spend time - with

you - there - and that's it. I pause, waiting for her to

finish her prelude, secretly hoping that appetite and

hunger will speed this slooooow walk to the food

bowl. 

 

Finally, the third act. We walk together like friars

with a mission and purpose. Her on the left and me

on the right. The pace is good and we are making

good time. This will be over quickly and I can go back

to my priorities and Br. Bruce's feral cat will be fed! 
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Locked door - unlocked. Cat food - check. Bowl filled -

check. Water - check. I do pause to confirm that she

eats, however, today was different. I did not pause,

check and run. Today was different. What was I

running to? So many missions, activities, gatherings,

and obligations had been canceled. With the

cancellations there were few pressing obligations. I

did not 'have' to be anywhere at this time. So, I did

something different. I stayed.  Watched the finicky,

feral cat eat and stop. Push and pull.  Go to the bowl. 

Leave the bowl and sit.  Go back to the bowl. Eat some

more. She likes it when you talk low and slow.

 

It was kind of a communion of sorts. Me and the cat. 

Brother Bernard Keele Continued 

 

 

A silver lining to all of this quarantine, self-isolation, and social distancing can be a

rediscovery of what it FEELS like to not be obligated as much and to see more value in the

present moment! Communion with nature, and communion with the few in our circle in a

spirit of sabbath rest without the obstacle of those time constraints that were always pushing

and pulling us here and there.  I am sure there are other silver linings to these dark clouds. 

May we be sensitive to them as we venture forth together into this unknown, unseen land. 

LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS 

A monthly reflection on our Franciscan Heritage by Jack Clark Robinson, OFM 
 
 
Leave Behind Some Words 

I believe in the power of words, not only spoken

words, but also written words.  The Prologue of

the Gospel according to John speaks of “the

Word” being the presence of God in the

beginning of creation and then becoming flesh

in Christ Jesus.  In his Testament, Francis of

Assisi wrote of preserving the “written words”

of the Lord being preserved in “a becoming

place,” as the dedicatory plaque for our

“Becoming Place” shows in the picture here.  

Words are important, and written words

especially.
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LOOKING INTO OUR TRADITIONS CONTINUED 

Once Pio O’Connor, OFM asked me why I write

out the most of my Sunday homilies word-for-

for, which I have done for most of the last

thirty years.  Pio went on to ask another

question, “Don’t you think that writing out

your homilies word-for-word might keep the

Holy Spirit from working through what you

are saying right while you are saying it while

you are preaching?” I responded that I believe

that the Holy Spirit can work just as

effectively while I was writing as in the

moment that I was delivering the homily.   And

even while I am writing the homily, the Holy

Spirit probably knows just who will be there

when I preach and what they will need to hear

better than I will know those things, even

during the homily.  (But I have to add that

sometimes, I do make last minute changes

while I am delivering a homily.).

 

All of these words about words seem

appropriate to this issue of the Padre’s Trail

because I think that now is the time for all of

us to be writing lots of words to each other –

as prayers.  Every Lent I try to write “Lenten

Love Notes” to people every day as a reminder

that I am thinking of them, that they are in my

prayers.  But with the need for “self-

quarantining” and the talk of “social isolation”

at this point as we are dealing with the COVID-

19 pandemic, I think that one of the best things

that any of us can do is write a note to

someone who may truly feel isolated. The note

need not be long, and need not even be on

paper, but it seems to me it should be as

directed to one particular individual at a time,

and as close as we can get to the unique,

individual, personal love 

that God has for each one of us. Whether it is

a note or an email, if it is individual, if the

recipient can tell that the note is being written

to them, because you were thinking of them as

an individual and the challenges that they are

facing at this highly stressed time, it will be a

blessing for them.  And in the writing of that

note, you may be blessed to realize that you

are not along either!  God is with us through

each other, even when we cannot see each

other.   Here is a little prayer to help your note

writing along:

 

A Prayer for Letter Writing

Loving and good God -      

giver of all good gifts,

including the gift of words,

Help me to write the words,

express the thoughts,

and share with others, 

the things I need to say,

the things they need to hear,

so though we may be far apart,

we remain close at heart.  

Amen.

Many of our friars, especially the elderly

and infirmed, are self-isolating for their

health. If you would like to send a letter

to one of our friars, please feel send to: 

Provincial Curia

Attention: Letter for Friars

1204 Stinson Street, SW

Albuquerque, NM 87121
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Having willingly and joyfully chosen a life

wholly consecrated to God and separated from

the world through our vow of enclosure, each

of us has discovered a new closeness to our

families in spite of physical distance.

Separation from the world enhances one’s

understanding of the Mystical Body of Christ

and the constant presence of the entire

communion of saints. We hope that

cooperation throughout the world may also

bring about a realization that we are not

alone, even if in temporary isolation from one

another. 

 

Union with Jesus Christ dying on the Cross for

us is always a source of strength, and it is so

helpful to remember the redemptive value of

suffering, especially when the sacrifices are

most deeply felt. One of the messages of

Fatima was that we should make of 

everything a sacrifice, saying, “O Lord, I offer

you this sacrifice for the conversion of sinners

and in reparation for the sins committed

against the Immaculate Heart of Mary.” The

desire for the Mass is most precious to God and

should be intensified all the time. We can hope

that temporary deprivation of the Sacraments

may actually lead more people to desire them,

and to appreciate them more once we have the

blessed opportunity for daily Mass and

frequent Confession once again.

 

In the cloister, we do not participate in social

media, but still feel very “connected” to the

people all over the world whom we love and

pray for. It might be helpful during this time to

“fast” from social media, and to be very

selective about the news, which seems

especially geared to promote panic rather than

that trust in God which is most needed. 

 

More time with family can create many

opportunities for family prayer, deeper

conversations, creativity, and new connections

with one another. If the family situation is

tense, perhaps this is the time God is giving to

reconcile with one another and forget about

past grudges. Tell loved ones that you love

them, and practice gratitude for little things.

Families can actually become closer and more

bonded with one another in a time like this. In

the cloister, we develop a deep sisterly love for

one another which allows for spiritual

sharings with one another at recreation. Where

each family member is deeply valued, each

one’s contribution to a discussion is also most

valuable.

WE ARE NOT ALONE,  EVEN IN ISOLATION 

A reflection from the Poor Clare Monastery of Our Lady of Guadalupe
As an act of charity to the Body of Christ, we

are called to 'social distance' during the COVID-

19 pandemic. During this time of isolation,

many may find themselves feeling anxious,

alone, or even bored. The same way we look to

medical experts to guide us in keeping our

bodies healthy, we can look to religious orders

to guide us in the art of social distancing. 

 

The Poor Clares Monastery of Our Lady of

Guadalupe in Roswell, New Mexico graciously

agreed to share their advice for the faithful on

navigating physical isolation. The Poor Clares

are cloistered nuns and take a vow of enclosure

(so we can safely call them experts in 'social

distancing!). They shared the following letter. 
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Although it may be a tense and anxious time

with new and unforeseen financial hardships,

this can also be understood as a call from God

to practice deeper trust in him. Praying the

Mercy chaplet and the Surrender Novena can

be very helpful in abandoning anxiety and

placing our hope and trust in Divine

Providence. On a different level, the time

away from work can also be used in many

creative ways. Use the time to learn new

skills, or complete projects that you never had

time to finish before. See it as a chance to

slow down, to set aside the normal hustle-and-

bustle, and begin to perceive time as a gift

from God. There can be a renewed awareness

of the beauties of God’s creation, sometimes

overlooked when we are too focused on work.

Ultimately, this can lead to a new connection

with the God who is always there for us, yet

whose voice is often unheard due to the noise

we create with all of our busy-ness. 

 

During this pandemic, we have been deeply

touched by the solicitude shown us by so

many of our friends. They themselves are

suffering financial uncertainty, yet want to

reach out to help us with whatever we may

need, some of them sending monetary alms, or

gifts of food or offering medical supplies. This

pandemic can help everyone to realize that we

are still vulnerable human beings, in spite of

all the advances in technology, in need of help

from one another in times of sickness, old age

or frailty of any sort, and this can be a chance

for all to grow in awareness of our neighbors’

needs and our own ability to respond with

Christian love and generosity.

 

 

A time like this can also be an opportunity to

look more deeply into ourselves and at our

spiritual lives. At the base of all the present

panic lies the question: Are we afraid of

dying? Is our usual pattern of frenetic activity

simply a way to escape from the insistent

voice of our own conscience? Perhaps we need

most of all to remember that how we live is

more important than when we die, so that we

can repent of our sins, live rightly and thus be

liberated from the fear that comes from being

unsure of the goodness of God. We can become

even closer to God and the Church by praying

the Mass daily — prayerfully and slowly —

using the Order of the Mass given in the

Roman Daily Missal. Following a live Mass

online each day is also a tremendous help.

Above all, making spiritual communions and

offering them for all who are suffering from

the coronavirus will bring infinite grace to

our souls, to Holy Church, and the whole

world:

 

Jesus, truly present in the Eucharist, 

I desire to receive you into my heart.

Jesus, come to me spiritually, 

as guest to my soul.

I adore You as my God,

thank You as my Redeemer,

and embrace You as my dearest Friend.

I lay before You all my needs, 

my dear ones and anyone who may be in great

need at this time.

Be with us always, and may 

You be eternally praised.

Amen.

 

 

WE ARE NOT ALONE,  EVEN IN ISOLATION CONTINUED



Charlie Martinez, OFM

Richard Rohr, OFM           

Chris Kersteins, OFM        

 

 

 

 

BIRTHDAY 

WISHES

Heavenly Father,  

Years ago this month, you blessed the world with Charlie, Richard, and Chris. Thank you for the

gift of their life. We ask you to bless them during their birthday month and to keep them in Your

care, now and in the coming year. Amen.

#GETOUTSIDE CHALLENGE Encountering God Outside 
 
 Last month Fr. Charles McCarthy shared his

reflection on the importance of being

outside. As a son of St. Francis, the patron

saint of ecology, it is not surprising that Fr.

Charles encounters God and sanctifying

moments outdoors. St. Francis himself

shared in the "Canticle of Creatures" that

creation is an expression of God's generous

love and has inherent value. Following our

founder's footsteps, there is a noteworthy

anniversary to commemorate this spring. 

 

May 2020 marks the 5-year anniversary of

the encyclical Laudato Si', where Pope

Francis urges the faithful to care for our

common home and celebrate the value of

creation. Pope Francis writes, "Saint Francis,

faithful to Scripture, invites us to see nature

as a magnificent book in which God speaks

to us and grants us a glimpse of his infinite

beauty and goodness." How is God speaking

to you through nature? Where do you see

His infinite beauty? We invite you to join

the #getoutside challenge by emailing your

nature photos to info@swfranciscans.org. 

T H E  P A D R E S '  T R A I L  I S  A  M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

D I S T R I B U T E D  B Y  O U R  L A D Y  O F  G U A D A L U P E  P R O V I N C E .  

www.swfranciscans.org

Franciscan Province of Our Lady of Guadalupe 

1204 Stinson Street SW, Albuquerque, NM 87121

March 9th

March 20th

March 24th

 

 

 

 

 


